Fluoride

The history of fluoride
Who introduced fluoride for the first time?
What year was it established
What is it used for
What combination is fluoride used?
Toothpaste is a good source of fluoride
The person that invented fluoride for the first time
The name of the person
Organic Chemistry of fluoride
An example used in Organic chemistry
Is fluoride good or bad in human?
Experiments that helped discover fluorine
History behind the name of fluorine and what it is named after
- Latin derivations
- Other names it was previously known by in history
Fluorine and glassmaker work
Water fluoridation
Fluorine’s atomic mass
Apparatus that helped discover fluorine
Famous papers discussing fluorine

Special physical attributes of fluorine, such as its electronegativity

Details on the first isolation of the fluorine Bohemian Emerald

George Gore and the electrolytic process in 1879

Ferdinand Frederic Henri Moissan and his electrolysis of potassium fluoride and hydrofluoric acid

Discoveries of isotopes

Military uses of fluorine
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